Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) represents a leading cause of death by cancer in the world, especially in Europe and North America. Treatment modalities should be personalized according to the patient's clinical condition, tumor staging, histological/molecular profile, whether disease is resectable, locally advanced or advanced and may comprise surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\].

FDG PET/CT (^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/computed tomography) has proven utility to accurately to delineate the tumour volume for external radiation therapy \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. In the case of NSCLC, pre-therapeutic FDG PET/CT allows the delineation of the metabolic tumour volume (MTV), the exclusion of non-tumoral abnormalities (such as atelectasis) and also improves inter and intra observers reproducibility \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\], which are one of the main limitations when delineating on CT modality alone.

Several radiation therapy strategies have been considered so far Bradley et al. showed that high dose conformational radiation therapy was not better than standard-dose radiation therapy and even potentially harmful, due to increased toxicity \[[@CR8]\].

Current radiotherapy techniques make it possible to deliver a heterogeneous dose by IMRT. FDG PET/CT can help define patients or volumes at risk of recurrence. However, Aerts et al. \[[@CR9]\] and Calais et al. \[[@CR10]\] showed that high FDG uptake areas on pre-therapeutic FDG PET/CT scans were highly correlated to the sites of local relapse or persistent abnormalities on post-therapeutic scans. These findings lead to consider the idea of dose-escalation on a smaller volume, allowing a better local control of the disease and minimising in parallel early and late toxicity.

The FDG PET/CT fixing per-treatment can also be a volume of interest. Per-radiotherapy FDG PET/CT can be performed without artefacts (lung inflammation) and the persistence of 42Gy fixation is very pejorative \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. As a result, we proposed a French multicenter study with dose increase on per-radiotherapy FDG volume (RTEP7, NCT02473133). Another study is also underway in the USA by the RTOG (RTOG 1106) and encouragingpreliminary results have been published by Kongs et al. in a phase 2 \[[@CR13]\].

The definition of BTV (Biologic Target Volume) is a crucial step of treatment planning in radiation therapy. Many methods of pre-treatment segmentation have been defined but there is no segmentation method in the process of radiotherapy. For Until now, manual delineation of FDG PET positive tissues is the gold standard, despite poor reproducibility \[[@CR14]\].

For pre-radiotherapy, many methods have been proposed in the literature. The first methods are a fixed standard uptake value (SUV), for example 2.5 \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\] or a threshold value around 40% of the maximum standard uptake value (SUV~max~) within the lesion \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. The last recommendations, published by the European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM), suggested a delineation of the MTV by applying 3D isocontours at 41% or 50% of SUV~max~ \[[@CR5], [@CR18], [@CR19]\].

However, these methods are not optimal for low contrast or small volumes \[[@CR20]\]. which can be the case on per-therapeutic PET/CT images. Thus, several complex methods have been developed \[[@CR18]--[@CR29]\]. None of them has proven its superiority yet \[[@CR30]\]. This absence of consensus can be a problem in multicentre trials, where acquisition reproducibility is poor and devices correspond to different PET/CT models, possibly from different generation technologies. Another limitation comes from the availability of delineation softwares, especially in case of sophisticated approaches.

The aim of this article is to propose a reliable, reproducible and easy delineation method applicable in clinical routine and suitable for multicentre studies, in the specific context of per-therapeutic FDG PET/CT with potentially small volume and low contrast. This step was a prerequisite for the RTEP7 study.

Material and methods {#Sec2}
====================

Patient population and treatment {#Sec3}
--------------------------------

Data were extracted from 4 prospective studies corresponding to a total of 67 patients, respectively S1, S2, S3 and S4, where S1--3 correspond to monocentric clinical trials (Centre Henri Becquerel, Rouen, France) \[[@CR11], [@CR12], [@CR31]\] (NCT01261598, NCT01261585) and S4 (NCT01576796) an ongoing multicentre clinical trial study \[[@CR31]\], in which patients had given written and informed consent. All patients were treated with radiation therapy alone or concomitant chemoradiotherapy for inoperable stage II or III NSCLC. Patients were treated by conformational radiation therapy. The dose prescription corresponded to 66 Gy in 33 fractions, with 2 Gy per fraction given daily, 5 days a week. The mean age was 59 years. There were 13 women and 54 men presenting stage II (10%) or stage III (90%) NSCLC. Clinical data are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Clinical, pathological and therapeutic dataNumber of patients67Age (years)Mean: 59 (min 38; max 80)Sex (number of patients)Women: 13; Men: 54[Tumoral stage]{.ul}: - II A2 - II B5 - III A25 - III B35[Histology]{.ul}: - Adenocarcinoma24 (5 poorly differentiated) - Squamous cell carcinoma37 - Undifferentiated carcinoma6[Type of treatment]{.ul}: - Radiation therapy21 - Concomitant radiochemotherapy46Dose received before per-therapeutic PET/CTMean: 43 Gy (min: 32 Gy; max: 52 Gy)

PET/CT imaging {#Sec4}
--------------

For patients treated at the Centre Henri Becquerel, the per-therapeutic PET/CT was performed on a Biograph Sensation 16 Hi-Rez device (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), without time of flight system or image reconstruction algorithm incorporating point-spread function. Forty-six patients underwent their PET/CT on this device. They were unrolled in S1--3 monocentric clinical trials (39 patients), and in S4 (7 patients). As the PET/CT device corresponded to an old generation model, these patients were grouped into a database called S~old~.

Patients who underwent their FDG PET/CT on a new generation of positron-emission tomograph came from S4 study. All the image reconstruction algorithms incorporated a point-spread function, while some of them used a time of flight system (ToF). They were grouped into a database called S~New~ (21 patients). The PET/CT models and their characteristics are listed in [Appendix](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}.

All 67 patients underwent a FDG PET/CT during the fifth week of radiation therapy. Protocols of acquisition and reconstruction followed EANM procedure guidelines \[[@CR5]\], but they were inherent to each nuclear medicine department. On the other hand, they were the same for a given device.

PET/CT analysis {#Sec5}
---------------

First, per-therapeutic PET/CT scans were delineated in consensus using a Planet Onco workstation (PlanetOnco, v.2.0; DOSISoft) at the Centre Henri Becquerel (Rouen, France) by two experienced physicians of the same center: one nuclear medicine physician and one radiation oncologist with clinical practice in lung cancer. The delineation was performed using different thresholds until the volume corresponded with the one obtained by manual delineation, leading to Th~GStd~, the gold standard threshold. SUV~max~ of the lesion was also extracted leading to (Th~GStd~, SUV~max~) pairs of values.

Then, primary lung tumours (pr) were isolated from lymph nodes (no), leading to 4 classes of lesions: S~Old~(pr), S~New~(pr), S~Old~(no) and S~New~(no) lesions.

PerPET-RT segmentation method {#Sec6}
-----------------------------

The graphical representation of y (Th~GStd~) as a function of x (SUVmax) showed that the shape of the curve could be approximated as the natural logarithm of the reciprocal of x.

The method proposed to easily segment the MTV on a per-therapeutic PET/CT during the fifth week of treatment of NSCLC, called perPET-RT, is based on an adaptive thresholding method according to the following expression:

*Th*~*opt*~ = *A*. ln(1/*SUV*~max~) + *B* *[Eq. 1.]{.ul}*

where Th~opt~(%) is the optimal threshold to be applied, SUV~max~ the maximum of the SUV in the tumour (primary or node) to be segmented, and A and B, two constants depending on the kind of lesion (primary or node) leading respectively to (A~pr~, B~pr~) and (A~no~, B~no~).

One can note that Eq. 1 corresponds to a linear relationship between Th~opt~ and X = ln(1/SUV~max~), where A is the slope of the line and B the intercept, leading to the following expression:

*Th*~*opt*~ = *A*. *X* + *B* *[Eq. 2.]{.ul}*

Segmentation methods for performance comparison {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------

The performance of perPET-RT was compared to several segmentation methods, based on thresholding, applied by a third experienced physician, independently from the consensual delineation used for the gold standard:Fixed SUV-values: 2; 2.5; 3; 3.5;Fixed threshold corresponding to a percentile of the maximum SUV (% of SUV~max~): 40, 50, 60, 70%;An adaptive thresholding method, called AOV, where the threshold to be applied corresponds to 1.5 times the mean SUV measured in an aorta volume of 1 cc \[[@CR21]\];Two adaptive thresholding methods: COA and ADT \[[@CR20], [@CR22]\]. The two methods were calibrated according to the recommendations respectively from Schaefer et al. \[[@CR20]\] and Vauclin et al. \[[@CR23]\] for Biograph Sensation 16 Hi-Rez device.

Data analysis {#Sec8}
-------------

### Regression function of perPET-RT {#Sec9}

For primary tumours and nodes, the couples of values (Th~opt~, SUV~max~) were defined, as well as the associated couple of constants (i. e. (A~pr~, B~pr~) and (A~no~, B~no~)) of the linear regression (*Eq. 2*). The fits were obtained by minimizing the residuals by computing their coefficient of determination (R^2^).

The robustness of the adaptive threshold calibration procedure was evaluated by testing whether the slopes and the intercepts of the two datasets issued from the two PET models (old vs. new) were significantly different \[[@CR33]\].

First, slopes were compared. If this first *p*-value was less than 0.05, it could be concluded that the lines were significantly different. In that case, there was no point in comparing the intercepts. Otherwise, intercepts were compared. If this second p-value was high, there was no compelling evidence that the lines were different. The software used was GraphPad Prism 5 (Version 5.0 SAS Institute Inc., CA, USA).

### Agreement of segmented volumes {#Sec10}

The performance of perPET-RT method was evaluated using the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) according to the following expression:
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Where X corresponds to the gold standard volume and Y the volume segmented by perPET-RT.

The agreement between the segmented volumes using other segmentation methods was also performed using DSC.

As two adaptive thresholding methods (ADT and COA) were calibrated only on the Biograph Sensation 16 Hi-Rez device, the segmentation was only done on S~old~ data for these 2 methods.

At, first a descriptive analysis of DSC was performed for each segmentation method by computing median (DSC~med~), minimum (DSC~min~) and maximum (DSC~max~) of DSC. For this analysis, first*/*third quartiles and first*/*ninth deciles of DSC-values were also extracted leading to the estimation of the inter-quartile range (difference between third and first quartiles, i.e. including 50% of the data) and the inter-decile range (difference between ninth and first deciles, i.e. including 80% of the data. Box and Whiskers plots were established. In order to compare the segmentation methods, a non-parametric analysis of DSC was performed. A *p*-value less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. A Bonferonni *post-hoc* test was used.

The following criteria for the Cohen κ test were chosen to qualify the agreement of the segmentation methods: 0--0.2, poor agreement; 0.21--0.40, fair agreement; 0.41--0.60, moderate agreement; 0.61--0.80, good agreement; and 0.81--1.00, very good agreement (21).

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Per-therapeutic PET results {#Sec12}
---------------------------

Patients underwent per-therapeutic PET/CT after a mean dose of 43 Gy (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Sixty-one of the 67 patients (91%) had persistent hypermetabolic lesions on these scans, but MTV and SUV~max~ were lower on PET/CT during the treatment if compared to those of pre-therapeutic PET/CT. An example is given in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Patient with stage IIIA left lung adenocarcinoma. FDG PET/CT performed before **(a.)** and during **(b)** radiation therapy. Pre therapeutic scan **(a)** show left para-hilar hypermetabolism with SUV~max~ = 9.6 and MTV = 15.4 cc defined with a threshold value of 41% SUV~max~. Per-therapeutic data **(b)** reveals a decrease in FDG uptake (SUV~max~ = 4.2) and MTV = 4.8 cc. defined by the experts with a threshold value of 55% of SUV~max~

A total of 111 lesions were identified: 51 lung tumours and 60 mediastinal nodes. Their main characteristics such as metabolic volume, SUV~max~ and threshold applied by the experts for delineation are reported in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Metabolic characteristics of primary tumours (pr) and involved lymph nodes (no), FDG uptake, threshold used by the experts for metabolic tumour volume delineation and corresponding volume. New and Old refer to the generation of PET deviceSUV~max~ rangeSUV~max~ Mean/*Median*Thresholds range (%SUV~max~)Thresholds Mean/*Median* (%SUV~max~)Volumes range (cc)Volumes Mean/*Median* (cc)S~Old~(pr) (*n* = 32)2.5--14.16.2/*5.8*34--6650/*50*0.26--6512/*17*S~Old~(no) (*n* = 38)2.4--8.44.6/*4.6*46--7360/*59*0.26--133/*2*S~New~(pr) (*n* = 19)2.5--36.510.5/*8.0*16--6543/*44*0.47--14020/*10*S~New~(no) (*n* = 22)2.6--9.35.4/*4.6*44--7157/*59*0.57--254.5/*1.5*

Regression function {#Sec13}
-------------------

In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, are given the pairs of points (Th~GStd~,Ln (1/SUV~max~)) for both primary tumours and nodes. This Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows also the plots corresponding to the two linear regressions (primary vs. nodes). There was no statistical difference between slopes. However, a significant difference existed between their intercepts (*p* \< 0.01). On the other hand, for a given type of lesion, no significant difference was found between the lines obtained with the old and the new generation PET/CT devices.Fig. 2Each lesion is represented as a diamond for lung lesions and a square for involved lymph nodes. Th~opt~, the optimal threshold to be applied for delineation is expressed as a linear regression such as Th~opt~ = A.\[ln (1/SUV~max~)\] + B of the maximum standard uptake value (SUV~max~). The expression of Th~opt~ for lung lesions and lymph nodes are presented with their respective coefficient of determination R^2^

Agreement of segmented volumes {#Sec14}
------------------------------

In Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} are given the descriptive statistics of perPET-RT and the other segmentation methods (AOV, fixed threshold methods) using all the lesions. The segmentation with perPET-RT showed a good to a very good agreement with respect to the experts since the mean value and standard deviation of DSC were 0.78 ± 0.15 for mediastinal lymph nodes and 0.81 ± 0.13 for lung tumours. In Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} are also given the descriptive statistics of perPET-RT and ADT and COA, but only on the 70 lesions observed on the Biograph Hi-Rez device.Fig. 3Descriptive statistics of DSC for each segmentation methods represented as Box-and-whisker plots for perPET-RT, AOV and fixed thresholding methods for the 111 lesions **(a)** and for perPET-RT, ADT and COA for the 70 lesions observed on the Biograph Hi-Rez (**b**)

PerPET-RT showed a significant better agreement compared to the other segmentation methods (*p* \< 0.001), except for ADT (*p* = 0.11) which showed a DSC mean value and standard deviation of 0.75 ± 0.17.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

With this study, we propose a perPET-RT segmentation method easy to use and adapted to multicentre studies. There are no reference methods for segmentation during radiotherapy, but standard techniques may overestimate target volumes (low fixation during the treatment). The method proposed in the present study, with data extracted from 4 prospective studies, is satisfying, with good to very good agreement when compared to manual delineation during radiation therapy.

This study has several limitations. We have a limited number of patients because all patients had to have a per-radiotherapy PET/CT with persistent 42Gy fixation. If you want to increase the dose to a low volume, it is important to define it precisely and the use of 4D PET could be interesting in this context. All patients were included in studies in which 4D PET was not requested. However, the large volumes or node volumes in the case of radiochemotherapy are not very mobile.

With this method, only one dose level is possible but dose painting techniques could be interesting with heterogeneous doses depending on the FDG fixation. The dose painting could take into account the dose in relation to the FDG fixation but also the dose to be delivered to organs at risk, particularly for lymph node fixation.

Despite combination of chemotherapy and radiation therapy, survival rates remain poor for stage III NSCLC \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\]. Patients with locally advanced NSCLC have a very high risk of relapse and/or progression leading to death within the year if they express high metabolic profiles on a per-therapeutic PET/CT scans performed during the fifth week of radiation therapy \[[@CR12]\]. The dose-escalation on a smaller volume delineated on the per-therapeutic PET/CT is aiming for a better local control of the disease and to avoid exacerbated early and late toxicity. Nevertheless, this concept is altered the lack of available FDG PET segmentation methods in clinical routine adapted to per-therapeutic FDG PET/CT (around 43 Gy). A randomized phase II dose-escalation trial demonstrated the feasibility of significant dose-escalation on the primary tumour or the high FDG uptake subvolume of the primary tumour without violating the dose constraints for the organs at risk \[[@CR36]\]. Dose-escalation planning based on interim FDG PET/CT scans (around 50 Gy of radiation therapy) is feasible, but none of the semi-automatic segmenting tools (including threshold of 2.5, 40% of SUV~max~ or AOV method) seemed reliable to define volumes correctly \[[@CR37]\]. All the methods developed have essentially been developed for tumors more than for lymph node fixation and for tumors before treatment. Radiation therapy modifies the tumor to background ratio. In our study, there was a good agreement between the different methods, but the perPET-RT method had the best agreement with the experts. The ADT method was not significantly different from our method, this is probably due to the fact that it was developed specifically for lung cancers as in our case.

In addition, ongoing clinical trials are evaluating the impact of dose escalation on progression-free survival and overall survival. One of them \[[@CR32]\] proposes to increase the dose to hypoxic tumoral areas. Another current clinical trial, lead by the RTOG group, seeks to determine if the dose to the tumour can be increased when a personalized radiation treatment is planned with a PET/CT scan acquired at 40--46 Gy of radiotherapy in patients with inoperable or unresectable stage III NSCLC. The method used for tumoral volume delineation corresponds to the AOV method \[[@CR38]\].

PerPET-RT is one of the thresholding-based approaches which are the most widely available techniques in clinical routine. It requires knowing the type of lesion (primary or node) and the measurement of SUV~max~, which is, in practice, easier and more reproducible than thresholding methods based on contrast (COA and ADT) or a mean SUV measurement (AOV). Another advantage of perPET-RT is that there is no need to calibrate the method on PET/CT models, unlike many adaptive thresholding methods. In our database, the method was not sensitive to the generation of PET models. This result has to be confirmed on other databases. Nevertheless, the concept of using such an approach in clinical routine or in mono or multicentre clinical trials is possible and easy to implement. As gold standard, a consensus threshold value was used. Palie et al. showed that there was an excellent reproducibility in delineation of MTVs by the physicians \[[@CR39]\]**.** In addition, a recently published study demonstrated the added value of consensus methods in delineation \[[@CR23]\]. PerPET-RT was compared with other thresholding methods (fixed or adaptive) due to the ease of use of these techniques. On the other hand, more sophisticated algorithms were not used due to the lack of availability in the context of multicenter clinical trials.

The clinical impact of dose-escalation on the volumes defined by this method is yet to be evaluated by a recently started multicentre clinical trial \[[@CR40]\].

Conclusion {#Sec16}
==========

PerPET-RT, a thresholding-based approach, was proposed and validated on 4 prospective studies. We have showed that this method is reliable, easy to use and accurate for tumoral delineation on per-therapeutic FDG PET/CT. This method may be used to delineate tumoral volumes for dose-escalation planning. A clinical trial evaluating the impact of dose-escalation radiation therapy in NSCLC has already started in France (PHRC 2014, IFCT 1402-RTEP7).

Appendix {#Sec17}
========

Table 3New generation PET/CT devices with their respective system characteristics and the number of patients per deviceType of PET/CT deviceConstructorNumber of patients and lesions (tumor, node)Reconstruction algorithm with point-spread functionToF systemGemini TFPhilips3 (2, 4)YesYesGE 690General Electrics8 (8, 12)YesYesBiograph mCT 40Siemens4 (3, 2)YesYesBiograph 6Siemens4 (4, 1)YesNoBiograph mCTSiemens2 (2, 3)YesYes

FDG

:   fluorine 18 fluorodeoxyglucose

MTV

:   metabolic tumour volume

NSCLC

:   non-small cell lung cancer

PET/CT

:   positron emission tomography/computed tomography

SUV~max~

:   the maximum standard uptake value
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